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ATTRACTIVE: Sophisticated light objects
Whether on the terrace, out in the garden, in your wellness and spa area,  
in your sun room or inside the house: Ledagio light objects envoke a unique ambiance.

INDIVIDUAL: Numerous design models
A suitable light object for all tastes: in UV-resistant acrylic glass, in glossy white or  

with exclusive art print or in highly translucid natural stone. Base: Classic Art Deco style,  
state-of-the-art cubic with metal or wooden base, metal highly polished or matt finished.

HIGH-QUALITY: Handmade in Switzerland
First-class materials, specific workmanship: Each Ledagio light object  
is a top quality Swiss product.

VERSATILE: Individual spectral colors and intensity.
The spectral color of light can be selected and dimmed user-defined -  
according to client›s disposition.

CONVENIENT: handy remote control
All functions can be conveniently handled by remote control.

PORTABLE: wireless technology
The light sculpture does not need permanent electrical connection.  

It can therefore be placed wherever needed - indoors or outdoors.

WEATHER-PROOF:   + n

Which design do you like most?

We would be happy to provide detailed advice and  
personally present you the various designs, art print  
and natural stone versions.

Your Ledagio partner:
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outstanding lighting: The unique combination of lighting and sculpture 
turns light into a sensual experience and creates a stylish and classy 
ambiance in any location.

Using the wireless Ledagio light sculptures, you can add a decorative 
touch to your living room, garden space or office. What is more, you can 
express your sense of esthetics - in your own special way. 

Whether as a fascinating eye-catcher in a modern interior or as a stylish 
contrast in a classic ambiance, the lighting sculptures from Ledagio 
have a unique impact: They attract attention and turn light into a topic of 
conversation.
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LEDAGIO APPLICATIONS



Ledagio T uno           Ledagio T due
Ledagio S 60         Ledagio S 80

Ledagio A – tailor made to your 

request and requirement

Luminous element: In UV resistant acrylic glass, in glossy white or with exclusive art print or in highly translucid natural stone 

Base: Classic Art Deco style, state-of-the-art cubic with metal or wooden base, metal highly polished or matt finished

                    www.ledagio.ch

Ledagio C 40         Ledagio C 60          Ledagio C 80 Ledagio P 65               Ledagio P 120 Ledagio R



LEDAGIO A comprises 
of the models of the 

artistically most significant and shaped 
ARTWORK family. Adaptable to any 
environment, you choose the shape 
or decor from the options displayed, 
or have a unique specimen created 
following a personal consultation with 
us or direct discussion with the artist. 
LEDAGIO constructs the light sculpture 
according to your desire. 
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SPECIAL LAYOUT

In line with the described options,  

a range of layouts are optional.

DIMENSIONS

Length 40 cm / width 40 cm /  

height 80 – 150 cm (according to model and requirements)

REMOTE CONTROL

With rechargeable battery

TECHNICAL DATA

Luminous intensity White (corresponds to the  

 luminous intensity of a 100 W bulb)

Colors Red/ green / blue and mixed colors

Brightness continuously adjustable

Battery Charging time: 8 hours (overnight)

Durability  Wireless 20 – 40 hours  

 (depending on light intensity)

Use Indoors and outdoors, all-weather proof

Drawer With battery and technology,  

 simplest recharge handling



 LEDAGIO designer 
lights of true natural 

stone create a unique room ambiance. 
Optically distinctive and sensitive, the 
backlit marble creates atmospheric light 
and natural power at the same time. As 
a result of its very specific design, the 
natural stone of LEDAGIO S achieves a 
high translucence. With this, the stone 
(backlit with colours according to your 
choice) shows various kinds of textures, 
dynamics and power.
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SPECIAL LAYOUT

Based on the described versions,  

various layouts may be implemented.

You may choose the type of stone from  

a multitude of stones.

Base in natural wood of your choice or in 

 polished high quality steel – always matching  

your existing interior decoration.

DIMENSIONS

Length 40 cm / width 40 cm /  

height 40 – 100 cm (according to model and requirements)

REMOTE CONTROL

With rechargeable battery

TECHNICAL DATA

Luminous intensity White (corresponds to the  

 luminous intensity of a 100 W bulb)

Colors Red/ green / blue and mixed colors

Brightness continuously adjustable

Battery Charging time: 8 hours (overnight)

Durability  Wireless 20 – 40 hours  

 (depending on light intensity)

Use Indoors and outdoors, all-weather proof

Drawer With battery and technology,  

 simplest recharge handling



Ledagio P forms the basis for the 
style of all future developments. It 

combines a modern interpretation of a pyramid 
shape with art deco style elements and 
materials to make a unique light sculpture.

The sharp-edged form made from glazed acrylic 
glass is the result of first-class workmanship.  
The stainless steel base radiates high-quality 
and gives the light sculpture that typical art 
deco charm.



 

Ledagio P 120
Dimensions: length / width / height 

 40 cm / 40 cm / 120 cm

Material:  base in polished  

 stainless steel 

Ledagio P 65
Dimensions: length / width / height   

 40 cm / 40 cm / 65 cm

Material:  base in polished  

 stainless steel 

REMOTE CONTROL
with rechargeable battery

TECHNICAL DATA
Light intensity  white (equivalent to one 100 W light bulb)

Colors red/green/blue and mixed colors

Brightness  infinitely variable

Battery  charging period: eight hours (overnight)

Operating time  wireless 20 to 40 hours (depending on 

level of brightness)

Use   for indoors and outdoors,  

all-weather-resistant

SPECIAL DESIgN 
Specially designed shapes and individual  

base colors on request.



The asymmetric design of  
the classic cube-like shape  

of the Ledagio C makes it dynamic and 
modern. Combined with art deco style 
elements and materials, a unique light 
sculpture was created.

The sharp-edged form made from glazed 
acrylic glass is the result of first-class work- 
manship. The stainless steel base radiates 
high-quality and gives the light sculpture  
that typical art deco charm.



Ledagio C 80
Dimensions: length / width / height 

 40 cm / 40 cm / 80 cm

Material:  base in polished  

 stainless steel  

Ledagio C 60
Dimensions: length / width / height 

 40 cm / 40 cm / 60 cm

Material:  base in polished  

 stainless steel 

Ledagio C 40
Dimensions: length / width / height 

 40 cm / 40 cm / 40 cm

Material:  base in polished  

 stainless steel  

SpeCiaL DeSign 
Specially designed shapes and individual  

base colors on request.

ReMOTe COnTROL
with rechargeable battery

TeCHniCaL DaTa
Light intensity  white (equivalent to one 100 W light bulb)

Colors red/green/blue and mixed colors

Brightness  infinitely variable

Battery  charging period: eight hours (overnight)

Operating time  wireless 20 to 40 hours (depending on 

level of brightness)

Use   for indoors and outdoors,  

all-weather-resistant



Ledagio T combines the form of  
its bigger sisters Ledagio P and C. 
Depending on application, it forms 

a transition between the larger models. But it 
also looks great as an individual sculpture.

The sharp-edged form made from glazed  
acrylic glass is the result of first-class work-
manship. The stainless steel base radiates 
high-quality and gives the light sculpture  
that typical art deco charm.



Ledagio C 80
Dimensions: length/width/height  

 60 cm / 15 cm / 7 cm

Material:  base in polished  

 stainless steel  

Ledagio C 40
Dimensions: length/width/height    

 60 cm / 15 cm / 17 cm

Material:  base in polished  

 stainless steel 

REMOTE CONTROL
with rechargeable battery

TECHNICAL DATA
Light intensity  white (equivalent to one 100 W light bulb)

Colors red/green/blue and mixed colors

Brightness  infinitely variable

Battery  charging period: eight hours (overnight)

Operating time  wireless 20 to 40 hours (depending on 

level of brightness)

Use   for indoors and outdoors,  

all-weather-resistant

SPECIAL DESIgN 
Specially designed shapes and individual  

base colors on request.



The lively design of the Ledagio R 
appears airy by its natural shape, 
almost floating in space. The 

colored light increases this remarkable effect, 
which is where the typical effect of this light 
sculpture is found.

The high-quality design is striking through the 
matt glazed neutral-white front side and the 
shiny rear side, which evokes images of a piano. 
The centrally-positioned suspension point 
allows the light to be put in any position.

The sleek stand underlines the appearance of  
a floating object. This is set onto a piece of 
polished black granite which reflects the light 
and fits in harmoniously to any interior.



 

Ledagio R with base
Dimensions: length / width / height 

 36 cm / 36 cm / 100 cm

Material:  pole in polished  

 stainless steel  

Base: Granite Nero Assoluto

Ledagio R without base
Dimensions:  length / width / height   

 90 cm / 33 cm / 15 cm

BAse
Dimensions: length / width / height 

 36 cm / 36 cm / 50 cm

Pole: stainless steel polished

 extension pole height 50 cm

Base: Granite Nero Assoluto

ReMOTe CONTROL
with rechargeable battery

TeCHNICAL DATA
Light intensity  white (equivalent to one 100 W light bulb)

Colors red/green/blue and mixed colors 

 white border separately controlable

Brightness  infinitely variable

Battery  charging period: eight hours (overnight)

Operating time  wireless 5 to 20 hours (depending on 

level of brightness)

Use   for indoors and outdoors,  

all-weather-resistant

sPeCIAL DesIGN 
specially designed shapes and individual  

base colors on request.


